




Lesson 01

Introducing QnA Maker





Overview
2. Sign into QnA Maker 

Portal https://qnamaker.ai

3. Create a knowledge 

base of QnA pairs

4. Integrate with a Chat Bot for 

automated response capabilities







Lesson 02

Implementing a Knowledge 

Base with QnA Maker









When creating your knowledge base for QnA Maker, be sure to follow the [best practices](https://docs.microsoft.com/en-

us/azure/cognitive-services/qnamaker/concepts/best-practices) described by Microsoft.







Review and edit this page prior to publishing your knowledge base.  You can perform the following editing options:

• Add questions related to an answer - immediately to the right if each question is an X that you can use to delete a 

question but also a plus (+) symbol that you can use to add additional questions, related to the answer found in the 

answer column.  Recall that you can have the same answer related to multiple questions in an effort to ensure 

coverage for anticipated questions that are similar

• Delete an answer - you can click the trash can icon next to an answer to delete a question/answer pair

• Add QnA Pair - clicking this button, found above the page navigation arrows, allows you to add a new question and 

answer pair to knowledge base.  You would do this if your source document didn't contain all the QnA pairs you need, 

or to augment the existing list with some new data.

• Show Metadata Tags - initially your QnA pairs may not have any metadata associated with them, clicking the Show 

metadata tags icon, will display any metadata tags associated with each QnA pair





Lesson 03

Integrate a Bot and QnA Maker















Next steps
After the course, consider researching the 

QnA Maker documentation around the 

different data source formats that are 

supported in creating knowledge bases for 

QnA Maker.

Module Summary

In this module, you have learned about:

• Microsoft QnA Maker

• Knowledge Bases for use with QnA Maker

• How to Publish and Test a Knowledge Base

• How to Integrate it with a Bot


